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SUI'4ARY 
An analysis was developed for calculating the radial tem pera-
ture distribution in a gas turbine with only the temperatures of 
the gas and the cooling ai' and the surface heat-transfer.coeff j-: 
cients known. This ahalys'i's was applied.' to determine the tempera... 
turea of a complete wheel of a conventional single-stage impulse 
exhaust-gas. turbine. The temperatures were first calculated for 
the case of the turbine operating at design conditions of speed, 
gas flow, etc. and with only the customary cooling arising from 
exosure of the. outer blade flange and one face of the 'rotor to 
the air. Calculations were next made for the case of fins applied 
to. the outer blade flange and the rotor. Finally the effects, of 
using part of the nozzles (from 0 to 40 perc'ent) for suplying 
cooling air and the effects of varying the.metal' thermal conduc'.. 
tivity from 12 to 260 Btu per hour per foot per °F on the wheel 
temperatures were determined. The gas temperatures at the nozzle 
box. used' in the' calculations ranged from 1600° F to 2000 0
 F.'. 
The results showed that if more than a few hondred degrees 
of cooling' of turbine blades are required other means than indirect 
cooling with f1rs on the, rotor and outer blade flange would be nec-
essary Ti e amotint of cooling indicated for the ye of finning 
used could produöe some improvement in efficiency and. a large 
increase in'duraiiity of the wheel. The results also shoied 
that if a large difference is'to exist between the effectLve 
temperature of the exhaust gas ar4 ..that of' the blade'material, 
as must be the case with 'present turbinmaterials and th,e,high
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exhaust-gas ternDeratures desired. (2000° P and above), two alternatives 
are suggested: (a) If metal with a thermal conductivity comparable 
with copper is used, then the blade temperatures an be reä.ucecl by 
strong cooling at both the blade tip aiid. root. The center of the 
blade will be less than 2000 F hotter than the ends; (b) With low 
conductivity materials some method of direct cooling other than 
partial adrnission of cooling air is essential. From this study, 
it can be ded.ucedthat indirect cooling of turbine blades will not 
make rossible large incrçases in effective gas temperature. 
INT0D1TCTI0N 
The power and. the efficieiic of dbmrressor-turbine units are 
limited. by the allowable gas temperature, which in turn is restricted 
by the strength and. the durability of the first-stage rotor blades 
where the combination of high temperatures and. high stresses produces 
the severest strains. With present blade materials, some method of 
biad.e cooling is required to permit further increases in gas tempera-
tures. 
Blades may be cooled (a) indirectly, by reducing the tempera-
ture at the hlade root (wheel rim) or at the blade tip (either method. 
causes the blade itself to be cooled by conduction); or (b) directly, 
by forcing air or llquid past the blade surfacCs or: through passages. 
within the blade (reference 1). 
In the analysis of the cooling of gas turbines, the effects of 
various cooling systems, types of blade, thermal- conductivities, 
heat-transfer coefficients, and. coolants on the over-all. performance 
of compressor-turbine units and the increase in. allowable gas tem-
perature will be considered. 
in the present report, an analysis for calculating the aprroxi-
mate radial temperature distribution in the components of a gas-
turbine wheel is presented in which only the cooling-air and gas 
temperatures and the surface heat-transfer coefficients have to be 
known for application. . The analysis is applied to determine the 
wheel temperatures for the cases of customary cooling of the outer 
blade flange and. one face of the rotor by air and for addition of 
circumferential fine to the outer blade flange and the rotor. The 
effects of using part of the nozzles for admitting cooling air 
(usually called partial admission) and variation of thermal condup-
tivity of the metal used in the wheel on the temperatures are also ' 
determined by use of the analysis. The calculations were made for
-	 ... 
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8as temperatura th ozzJ bbk of i600 0 F .18009 F,: an 2000° F, 
thermal conductivities from 12 to 260 Btu per hour per foot pr O 
arid partial admission of cooling air using 0 percent, 13 percent, 
26 percent, and. 40 percent of the ndz•Ies Both fins and .pa'.tial 
admission of cooling air were used simultaneously. The conductivitt 
effect was determined first by changing only the blade metal and. 
second. by changing the metal of the whole wheel. 
SYB0LS 
Ab	 average cross-sectional area of; bJade,, (sq ft).: 
Ar	 average cross-sectional aiea of rotor, (sq ft) 
B, C, D,	 integration constants 
F	 effective. mean omperature of cooling air and exhaust 
gas, (°F) 
, lll	 Bessel functions	 •.	 .•	 :.	
..	 .,:	 . 
Ic	 thermal conductivity of metal, (Btu)/(hi)(sq ft)(°F/ft) 
1	 average blade length (excluding flange), ('f 
n	 ratio of number f nozzles used. for cooling airto iiuml5er 
used. for exhaust gas 
N	 number of blades 
p	 blade perimeter, (ft) 
q1	 heat-transfer coefficient from exhaust gas to blade,. 
	
(Btu)/(hr)(sq ft)(°F)
	 . 
q0	 heat-transfer coefficient from blade flange to cooling 
air, (Btu)/(hr)(sq ft)(°F) 
q 1 ' .	 apparent heat-transfer coefficient from hot air to. blade 
2?\- tb	 .	 . 
flange,	
---- q1 , (Btu)/(hr)(sq ft)(°F)
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'heat-transfer coefficient .frorn,roôr surface to cooling 
air, (Btu)/(hrCs ft)(°F) 
S	 odif.ied:q0for'partiiadmjion of cooling air, 
(Btu)/(hr)(sq ft)(°F) 
r	 radial distance from rotation axis, '(ft) 
i- .	 time heat comes in from ex.haust gases (partial admission), 
(hr)., 
T0	 time heat goes out to cool air, (hr) 
tb	 average blade thicIess (2A/p), (ft)	 ' 
tr	 average rotor-rim thicimess, (ft) 
T	 temeratii'e; (°Fi	 S 
Ta	 temperature of cooling air, (°F.) 
Tg effective temperature of exhaust gases (temperature that 
detënines heat, flow from gas to hlade)(ref 2, p. 3), 
(°F) 
Tr	 temperature at wheel rim, (°F) 
x	 distance from blade tip to general blade point, (ft) 
y	 distance from flange tip to general flange point, (ft) 
e	 temperature difference between. cooling air or exhaust gas 
and metal, (°F) 
2 7
	
flange length, (ft)	 ,	 S.	 '
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ANALYSIS OF TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
Blade Temperatures 
The assumed blade shape is shown in figure 1(a). The area and. 
the perimeter are assumed uniform and the thickness Is assumed small 
in comparison with the other dimensions. At each blade tip is a 
flange, the outside of which is exposed to cooling air. The flange 
extends to the next blade to form a nearly continuous rim around the 
outer end. of the blades. The thickness of the flange is 'the same as 
that of the blade. The assumptions used. in the calculations for 
this blade are as follows: 
(1) The flange temperatures ae approximated by the arrangement 
shown in figure 1. 
(2) The temperature changes in other than the radial directIon 
are neglected. 
(3) The variations in area, perimeter, thermal conductivity, 
and heat-transfer coefficient are negligible for any given section; 
that is, constant mean values can be used. 
(4) The effect of radiation is negligible. 
(5) At the junctions of the various sections, temperature and 
heat flow are continuous but temperature gradients are not continuous 
at area discontinuities. 
The flange can be considered as a plate of constant area and 
equations based on that assumption will give the same temperature 
distribution in the blade proper as will the use of assumption (1). 
From considerations of symmetry, it is clear that midway between 
the two blades, that is, at each end of the flange, aT/dy = 0 
because there can be no heat flow across these sections. 
An almost equivalent arrangement, as far as temperature distri - 
bution is concerned, is shown in figure 1(b), where the flange ends 
are folded back along the x-axis instead. of along tile y-axis. ' Thus, 
the heating and the cooling surfaces are the same as for the 
arrangement shown in figure 1(a) but the equations for the flange 
and. the blade proper can be fitted together more easily. 
UtCLASSFIE
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For the two elements of flange dx (fig. 1(b)) (blade width is 
assumed large compared with tb so that it has the value p/2), 
an, Heat entering left. sides by conduction = -Ic 2tb 
Heat entering from hot gas =
	
2dx (T6 - . T) - 
where q.' is	 modified for blade thickness. 
1	
a2 Heat leaving right side by conduction =( —k 2tb
	
--k 2b	 dx dx 
	
Heat leaving to coo1irg air =
	 2dx (T - Ta) 
When the heat entering the element Is equated. to the heat leaving the 
element, 
-k 2tb	 + q 1 2dx (Tg - T) = -k 2tb	 k 2tb	 dx +	 2	 (T - Ta) 
-----°----T-- 
dx2	 ktb	
- 
- 2T _2 
dx2 
where
± 
p. = 
- [q0 T+qj'_Tg 
	
7 - .I_____	 -. 
V	
ktb 
A convenient solution is 
T=F+Gcoshp.(x+7)	 (1) 
where
F=
+
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and the.
 assumed boindary condition on the left end 13 
when	 .	 ..	 . .	
..	 .	 - 
For the blade proper, from x = 0; to: x = 2, the heat equation is 
-2e 
tk.—dx=q12dxe 
where	 .	 . 
OT-T.. 
or	 ...	 .	 .. 
d.x2 
where	 . . . 
A suitable solution of the foregoing equation is 
	
Tg T = C[coshv (x - B)]
	
(2) 
Rim and Rotor Temperatures 
The rim and the rotor of the turbine wheel are solid disks. 
The difference in shape (fig. 1(c)) lies in the fact that ti-ic rim 
hs a uniform thickness in the axial direction, whereas the rotor is 
usually of constant strength with variable thickness. -In many, cases 
this variation is of such a nature that the area normal to a radius 
from the rim to a point where the constant-strength contour is 
abandoned is approximately constant; that is, as the radius increases, 
the thickness decreases in approximately the same proportion.
8	 NACA PM No. E 7Blla 
An element of the rim to be considered is 2icr tr dr. 
TdT d UT 
Heat entering the outer surface of element = k2tt (r±dr)	
- --(---) dr r	 Ld.r d.r4r 
Heat leaving from ore side surface element = (2tr dr) q0
 (TTa) 
Heat leaving itmer surface of, element = k2itrr 
If 0 is substituted. for T - Ta and the heat leaving the 
element is equated to that enterii,: the resulting equation becomes 
d2 0	 ld0	 q0' 
---^--=--e 
dr2 	 rdr..ktr 
The solution of this equation is given in reference 3 (equations (65) 
and (53)) as
-	 =	 (	
pT	
(	
c 
T Ta D	 ,r	 j+ EiH	 ktr ) 
In the variable thickness' section, the flow area Ar (=2itr t) 
is constant resulting in the following heat balance: 
Heat enterIng outr sVrface of an element r dr is 
(dO d20
KAr	 +	 dr1 
Heat ivin one side 2r dr q 0 ' 6 
Heat leaving innr urfce = k Ar 
When the heat 'entering the element is equated to that leaving 
and the equation is aimplif led	 1' 
a? rO 
dr2
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where
a2 = ___ 
k Ar 
A solutiOn is 
	
e = T - Ta = rV2	 1/3 J_1,3 (2/3 a 1r3/2) 
	
= rh/2	 1/3 j ,(2/3 jr3/2 
1'-".	
(4) 
after application of the boundary condition 
. m
= 0 
when
r=0 
These Bessel functions are tabulated in reference 4. 
Validity, of Assumptions 
Equations (1), (2), (3); and (4) give the complete temperature 
distribution throughout the turbine in a radia]. direction in terms 
of the exhaust-gas and the cooling-air temperatures, the surface 
heat-transfer coefficients, thermal conductivity, and the turbine 
dimensions subject to the assumptions made. 
The examples for which calculations were made show small temper-
ature changes through the thicicness of the blade because the blades 
are thin. Between the leading and the trailing edge of a turbine 
blade, a large temperature difference exists, in some cases 50° or 
600 F, which is probably due to hot gas temperatures at the leading 
edge and perhaps large values of q 1
 caused by direct impact. The 
equations given are for temperature changes down tile blade center, 
which result in mean values. 
The variations in area, perimeter, cond.uctivity, and heat trans-
fer are not large in most cases. 2our different values are permis-
sible, one in each region; therefore, values are averaged over only 
a small region and. not over the entire turbine. Finer subdivisions
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can be used. if necessary. If a large taper exists on a blade, equa-
tion (2) can be modified to agree with the law of taper. For the 
rotor, Q would be expected. to vary with the velocity of the air 
relative to the rotor. When q0
 varies with r in a regular way, 
equation (4) can be modified. 
The effect of' radiation is to modify the values of F, Tg; t, 
and v in equations (1) and. (2). With assumed values for a conven-
tional type of blade, the effect on F and Tg was negligible. The 
effect on i and t' is larger, of tile order of 10 percent in one 
case, but allowance can be made for this effect by increasing th 
value of qj by a constant amount for each temperature; therefore 
the foi of the equation will not be affected. Ar estimated amount 
could be added. to the value of q.1 to correct for the radiation. 
The area changes are not actually discontinuous but the fillets, 
as a nile, do not have large radiL Accordingly, it is simpler to 
use assumption (5) because the errors caused by thIs procedure will 
rapidly d:lsappear as the distance from the junction point increases. 
Effect of Increased. Cooling on the Temperature Distribution 
In the. case of aIr-cooled engines, the over-all heat transfer 
is increased by attaching fins to the outside surface of the cyl-
inders. . Thus; by the addItion of fins the over-all value of q0 
can be increased. to several times its value without fins. The same 
method can be used for turbine parts where there is room for the 
fins either on the rotor or on the blade rim. The blade proper can-
not be cooled by fins but only by artial admission of cool air or 
by circulating cool fluids through hollow openIng inside the blades. 
For cooling by partial admission of air, equation (2) is modified. 
as follows: In the steady-flow state, the heat entering an element 
of blade length dx in time ij 	 qi p (Tg - T) T1 dx. The heat 
lost in time T0 is o p (T - Ta) T0 dx. The total gas flow Is 
unchanged; the±'efore the gas velocity and. hence	 will be larger 
than before. 
The difference between these two values is the net heat gained, 
which is equal to the difference between the heat entering one end. 
of element dx and that leaving the other end in time T0 + 
p	 Ti (Tg - T) - p	 (T - Ta) = k Ab (v 1 + T0)
NACA PM No. E7B11a	 11 
or
..M2T.4M2 
S	 •..	 2	 S 
where	 .
kA	 I +T 1	 o 
I•+ n (/) 
kAb 	 l+n 
and	 .	 .	 .	 . 
q Tg +n q0
 Ta 
- T+n Ta . (J) 
-	 1 + n (/q) 
A. solution of this equation is
	
......
. S. • 
-: T = .0 cosh M Cx - B)	 ,. .	 .	 (5) 
When equation (5) is substitutedfor equation. (2), the tempera-
ture distribution can be calculated. When: n= 0, equatIon (5) 
becomes identical with equation (2). 	 ..	 :. .......': 	
S.: 
APPLICATION OF ANALYSIS 
The foregoing analysis is used to dëterine the effect on blade 
temperatures of varying amounts of cooling applIed tOthe flange on 
the blade rim, with a fixed teperature .atthb1ade root. The 
following section presents the temperature distribution through the 
turbine as calculated for a small amount of cooling without fins, 
for four times as much cooling obtained with fins (limited to four 
to avoid bendi	 stresses in the fins exceeding 30,000 lb/sq in.), 
and for partial admission of cool air both with and without fins 
The dimensions of a conventional single-stage impulse exhaust turbine 
are used in these calculations. The turbine is assumed to be
12
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operating at an altitude of 25,000 feet, where Ta =-.31° F and. the 
ratio of sea-level pressure to altitude pressure is 2.7. Wheel speed 
is assumed. to be 21,300 rpm. 
Effect of FlangeCooling and Thermal Conductivity 
on Blade Tempértures 
The followingd.ataare assumed for cooling without fins: 
7. = 1.2 inches = 0.1 foot 
k = 14.5 (Btu)/(sq ft)(hr)(°F/ft)(VitalliUm) 
tb = 0.0657 inch = 0.00548 foot 
= .44.2 (Btu)/(hr)(sq ft)(F) (This value wa obtained from refer-
ence 5 usingá gas flow of 2.12 lb/sec..) 
q1t=	
-j--	 = 33.9 (Btu)/(hr)(sq.ft)(°F) 
Tr	 900°F 
Tg =. 1623° F (found f±'om the nozzle-box temperature of 2000° F by 
usin thu expansion ratio 2.7and. the gas velocity relative 
to the rotating blades) 
q = 44.2 (Btu)/(hr)(Sq. ft)(°F) (This value ws obtained from 
Reynolds analogy, using appropriate flat plate values of 
the friction coefficient.) 
= 0.135 inch = 0.1125 foot 
• -
	 /2)44.2)	
.= 33.4 (i =3.34) 
-. "\(l4.5)(0.00548)	 . 
=	 33.9 -'= 31.08.. (
	
= 0.3493) 
f(I4.5o.0054a	 .	 •	 • 
F = (44.2)(31.0(339)(1623) = 687° F 
442 -i 33.9	 .	 .
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Equations (1) and (2) can be solved for the three constants C, 
B, and G from the boundary conditions when x = 1, T = Tr and. 
when x = 0, T (from equation (1)) = T (from equation (2)) and. the 
heat flowing out of the flange is equal to the heat flowing into the 
blade, that is,
(dT 
'ti	 \dxj2 
or
2Gisinhi?=CVsinhVB	 (6)
The first two conditions give 
Tr = C [coshV (i - 3)] 	 (7) 
and.
F+GcoshLTgCcOshB	 (8) 
The elimination of C and. G by the use of equations (6) and. 
(7) gives 
F +	
Tg - Tr	 1 [V_sinh uB 
I T	
(Tg - Tr) cosh uB 
Lcosh V (z - B)j L2 tanh	 cosh V (i - B) 
which is solved. for B
T -F g	
cosh Vi - 1 
T	 Tr 
tanhB= 
•	 V	 T-F •	 •	 -	 -+-	
- sinhvi 
2i tanh 7' Tg
 - Tr 
When the assumed values are substituted 
B = 0.402 1 or 0.0402 foot 
C=192.6°F 
G=516°F
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When these values are substItuted. in equations : (1) and (2), the 
curve for the blade temerature obtained, without fins can be found. 
It is plotted in figure 2 as a solid curve. The other three solid 
curves were found by setting 
= 0 (without flange cooling) 
= 4 x 44.2 (fins on flange and. free-air cooling) 
=	 (infinite cooling; limiting case for flange cooling) 
Other amounts of cooling would. give rise to intermediate curves. 
A similar set of curves (dashed lines in fig. 2) was computed. 
with twice the value for the heat-transfer coefficient, that is, 
with q = 88.4 and q 1 '	 67.8. A temperature-distribution curve 
was computed for copper, a high-conductivity (k = 6Q) metal, using 
a high heat-transfer coeffic.ent (q 1 = 88.4). Other conditions were 
the same (fins on the flange). The curve i also shown in figure 2. 
Temperature Distributiofl through the Turbine 
The assumed. condit.ionsfor the turbine whe1. are.:as follows:::. 
numberr of nozzles =- 38 
Ar =14.96 square Inches = 0.1039 square foot 
k = 12.1 (Btu)/(hr)(sq. ft)(°F/ft) (owingto:lowei' temperatureof: 
rotor) 
q0 t = 36.7 (Btu)/(hr)(sq. ft)(°F) (This value is less than q ,0 because 
the velocity of this part of the whQel is less than that of 
the blade tips.) 
tr 0.69 inch = 0.0575 foot 
area of outer rotor section - 
area of blade	 - 
area of equal-strength section of rot 	 0.822 
area of inner rotor section 
- .,--.--
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The radial distance at the point where the constant-area sec-
tion joins the constant-thickness section is 4.2 inches or 
0 3500 foot The point where the blades leave tne constant-thickness 
rim s 0 3903 ioot The vaDie of x is 0 4983 - r At the three 
•	
•jpncion)oint, r = 0.3500, r"= 0.3983, r = 0.4983.foot, the 
•	 temperatures and the heat flows mustbp coninuotth; threore, six 
equabions are obtained to determine the six integration constants 
B, C, D, E, G, and L 
The results of these calcu1atons are shown in figures 3 to 5 
The curves for cooling without fins were computed using the values 
= 44 2, q' = 3b 7, anc. Qi	 44 2	 The curvcs for cooling 
with fins we'e comp ted. using the va1es q0 = x 44 2, 
q0 ' = 4 x 36 , and q	 44 2 The three exhaust-gas temperatures 
used weie 20000 F, 1800° F, and 1600° F, which correspond to 
effective exhaust-gas temperatures Tg of 1623° F, 1452° F, and 
1201° F, respectively By sibstitution of equation (5) for equa-
tjon (2), the effect of parta1 admission of cooling air can be 
found. This effect is shorn in figures 4 and 5 
Three additional calculations weie made using a value of 
= 2 x 44 2, these curves are piotted in fure 6 and show the 
temperature distrbuton tirough the turbine for various values of 
k in the rotpr and the blades The carve with the highest peak 
uses k = 12 in the rotor' and. k = 14 5 in the blade, the next 
has k = 12 in the rotor and k = 260 ui the blade, tne curve 
with the loest peak uses k = 260 throughout the turbine These 
last calculations were wade o find, what co'ld be expected from 
coppei in an unfavorable case 
DISCUSSION OF CURVES 
Figure 2 shos that, when no coo1ng is used on the flauge, 
the blade tin is the hottest spot, and. the temperature of this hot 
spot is quite near the effective exriaust-gas temrerature Whenever 
cooling is ep1ied to the flange, the nottest spot is a point rot 
f.r from the blade bëter', the exact location of hich depends on 
théaniotint of flange cooling used. The more f.1ane cooling that is 
applied, the nearer the hot spot moves toward the blade root. •When 
infinite cooling is applied, the hot spot is about three-eighths of 
the blade length from the root. The high heat-transfer coefficient 
raises the hot-spot temperature considerably; with infinite..cóoling 
from 1210° F to 1410° F. When copper (k = 260) is substituted. 
for Vitallium (k = 14.5), the temperature through the blade becomes
16	 NACA M No. E7B11a 
much more nearly uniform and the hot spot is hardly noticeable, being 
only slightly hotter than the outer half of the blade. The hot-snot 
temperature is about 10700 F as compared. with 14800 F. for Vita.11ium 
(q 1 = 88.4 and fins on flange). 
The curves of temperature distribution tbroughoit the entire 
turbine (figs. 3, 5, and. 6) show that the fins on the wheel cool it 
very markedly, close -to the cooling-air temerature near the center. 
The wheel rim (blade root) can also be lept fairly cool - 800° F 
with fins for the hottest exhaustas temperature (2000 0 F) (fig. 5) 
as compared with 990° :F without fins (fig. 4). The hot spot is cooler 
in the first case (1310° F) thanin the second (1450° F). If cooling 
is expressed as a percentage of the temperature difference between 
the hot gas and the cooling air,.-these-va1ues becoe 8-percent;cooling 
for the hot spot and il-riercent coo],ing foi the blade root. 
When cooling by partial admission using 40 percent of the nozzles 
and a gas temperature of 20000 F, the rim may be cooled from 99Q0 F 
to 760° F and the hot s pot from 1450° F to 1060 0 F (fig. 4). If both 
fins and partial admission are used, the whee.lrim (blade root) is 
cooled from 990° F to nearly 600° F and the hQt spot from 1450° F to 
nearly 10000 F. Thus fins on the rotor cool the blade root satis-
factorily but are not so effective on the hot spot On the other 
hand, :oartial admission of cooling air.tends to cool the hot spot 
better than the finning but is not so. effective on. the blade root. 
If more than a few hundred. degrees Fahrenheit of cooling are 
required, other means than fanning would probably be necessary. The 
amounts indicated here could produce some improvement in efficiency 
and a large increase in dirabflity of the wheel. 
SU vIPRT OF PESULTS	 . -	 - 
The following results were derived frdm calculations based on 
an analysis of the cooUng of an exhaust-gas turbine y addition of 
fins, partial admission o cooling air, and change in thermal con-
ductivity of turbine components:
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1.The cooling due to the addition of circumferential fins is: 
	
Exhaust- Cooling	 Cooling 
gas	 at. the	 . .at.the . 
	
perature	 1ottest .. blade 
•	 •. .(PF).:..	 point..	 roo____ 
•'•:. :"	
.' '. (F). per.-	 (°F) per-	 ...'. 
	
centa	 centa 
	
:1600 .	 100.	 8	 150 1.i •	 •. 
1800 ... . 120 . 8 	 160 .11 .	 . 
:	 •.	 :' 2000 .. 140	 .8	 .190' fl	 ..	 .' 
a	 temperature decrease Percent..cooling =	 . 
' effctivo gas temperature air tempraure 
2. The cooling due to partial admission of cooling air for an 
exha'ist-gas temperature of 20000 F is 
	
• Nozzles used Cooling	 Cooling 
for cooling	 at the	 at the 
	
(percent)	 hottest	 blac.e 
point	 '' root	
• _ii '• " 
(OF) per- (°F)' per-c 
_____ cent	 bent 
13	 110	 7	 '50	 3 
..	
26	 ...	 . 230	 14	 140	 8 
40	 370 22	 220 13 
3. When both cooling fins and partial 'admission of cooling air 
are used at. the same tirne, he resultant cooling is slightly less 
than the sum of the separate amounts, that is, 210° F and 350° F 
for the first two cases compared with 250 0 F and 37Q0 F 
•	 •	 • CONCLUSIONS 
'1. If more' than a fe hundred degress of cooLtngbf turbine 
blades are required, other means than indirect cooling with' fins 
on the rotor and outer blade flange would be necessary.
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2. The amount of cooling indicated for the type of finning used 
could pioduce some .mprovemeiit in efficiencj and a large iflcrease in 
durability of the inee1	 - 
3 If a large difference ie tc eist between the effective 
tern Derature of the exl'aust as nd that Oi the blade material, as 
must be t.he case with present trbine materials aia the hagh exhuet-
gas temieratres desired (2000° F and. above), bwo alternatives are 
sugge sted 
(a If met& uith a thermal conductivitj compara1e with copper 
is used, theii the blade tern eraturos can be reduced by strong cooling 
at bobh the blade tip and root The center of the blade nll be less 
. : th 200° F hotter than the ends. 
(b) Witi low conduciviy materials some method of direct coolng 
other than partial admssion of cooting a'r s essential 
4. From the;préseit study, .:it can be deduced that indirect cooling 
of turbine blades will noc rnalee possible 1are ncreases n effective 
gas ternperatiue 
Aircraft Engine. Rséärch Landrato'y, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland-, Oiio
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Fsgure 2.	 Temperature distribution of turbinu blade with and wlthsut
fins for an eshaust.gas tempiraturs of 2000° F. 
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(a)	 Exhaust-gas temperature, 16000 F. 
Figure 3. - Temperature distribution in rotor and b'ades. 	 - 
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(b)	 Exhaust-gas teiprature, 18000 F. 
Figure 3. - Concluded.	 Temperature distribution in rotor and blades. 
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FIgure 4.- Tem p erature distribution through turbine with partial admission
of cooling air and without fans. 	 Exhaust-gas temperature, 20000 F. 
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Figure 5.- Temperature distribution through turbine with partial admission o? 
cooflng air and with fins.	 Exhaust-gas temperature, 2000° F. 
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Fig. 6 
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Figure 6. - Temperature distr,butson through turbine with high values of heat. 
t'ransfer coefficient (q 1	 2 x 'e l . 2), cooling fins, and rotor and blade of
different thermal conductivity. 
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